ON-CAMPUS
1. “Standard Bearcat”
   VICTORY PLAZA — OLD OSCAR SLAB
   SPONSORED BY: HANESBRANDS
2. “Graduation Bearcat”
   PREVIEW PAVILION AT MCMICKEN
   SPONSORED BY: COWPAINTERS
3. “Clean and Green Bearcat”
   MARIAN SPENCER HALL PLAZA
   SPONSORED BY: RUMPKE

UPTOWN
4. “Waiter Bearcat”
   CLIFTON SKYLINE CHILI PARKING LOT
   SPONSORED BY: SKYLINE
5. “Farmer, My Hero”
   KROGER ON SHORT VINE
   SPONSORED BY: KROGER
6. “Engineering Bearcat”
   U-SQUARE COURTYARD
   SPONSORED BY: TOWNE PROPERTIES
7. “Pharmacy Bearcat”
   CORRYVILLE LIBRARY BRANCH
8. “Dr. Bearcut”
   UC HEALTH — RIDGEWAY OFFICE
   SPONSORED BY: UC HEALTH

DOWNTOWN
9. “Gardener of Earthly Delights”
   NEW KROGER STORE BY HEADQUARTERS
   SPONSORED BY: KROGER
10. “Business Bearcat”
    MAIN LIBRARY
11. “Firefighter Bearcat”
    FIRE MUSEUM
12. “Hero Within”
    FREEDOM CENTER
13. “Bearcat Aviator”
    FREEDOM CENTER
    SPONSORED BY: GE
14. “Encore Bearcat”
    MUSEUM CENTER

HYDE PARK
15. “Architect of Next”
    RAVENSWOOD (UPTOWN RENTALS)
    SPONSORED BY: UPTOWN RENTAL PROPERTIES

KENWOOD
16. “Ballet Bearcat”
    KENWOOD TOWNE CENTER
17. “One Giant Pounce for Bearcats Nation”
    KENWOOD TOWNE CENTER
18. “Super Dad to the Rescue”
    KENWOOD TOWNE CENTER
    SPONSORED BY: HANESBRANDS

NORTH
19. “Zooper Hero”
    LIBERTY CENTER
20. “Bearcat Over the Moon”
    LIBERTY CENTER
21. “Chef Bearcat”
    LIBERTY CENTER
22. “Nurse Bearcat”
    WEST CHESTER HOSPITAL ENTRANCE
    SPONSORED BY: TOUCHSTONE MERCHANDISE GROUP

NORTHERN KY
23. “Guard Hard”
    PURPLE PEOPLE BRIDGE
24. “First Bearcat on the Moon”
    FLORENCE MALL
25. “Music Teacher Bearcat”
    FLORENCE MALL
26. “Protect and Serve Bearcat”
    WORLD PEACE BELL

WEST SIDE
27. “Police Officer Bearcat”
    COVEDALE CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
28. “Veterinarian Bearcat”
    INCLINE THEATER
29. “Keeping the Conservation Promise”
    MAD CAP EDUCATION CENTER

MT. ADAMS
30. “Flame”
    FIREHOUSE NO. 15 BLDG
    SPONSORED BY: TOWNE PROPERTIES